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Dear Patient,
We hope you had an excellent summer. We were able to celebrate
our 8th anniversary in July and we would like to thank all of our
patients who have helped make our practice successful. Please let
us know if there is any information that you would like to see
in upcoming newsletters.

Luscious Lips - Permanently
Many patients get injectable filler to plump up their lips. The fuller pout desired by many
is now available on a more permanent basis. While previous treatments would wear off
anywhere from 3 months to a year, PermaLip is a silicone implant that is a permanent
alternative to injections. PermaLip addresses the issues caused be previous implants
that may have made lips hard or rubbery. PermaLip is made of soft, non-rupture silicone
that follows the contours of the mouth. Click here to read more.

Fractional vs. Fractional
Only a fraction of the question!
One common question I have had recently from patients is the difference between the
fractional lasers. In order to understand the differences there are a few definitions such
as fractional, ablative, and non-ablative that are important to understand. Click here to
read more.

Dysport - A Botox Alternative
Cosmetic use of Botox was approved in 2002, and over 11 million treatments have been
done since then with a 97 percent satisfaction rate. Needless to say, Botox
revolutionized the field of cosmetic dermatology with its unparalleled safety, efficacy,
and treatment success. Now, a new muscle relaxing protein called Dysport (or Reloxin)
has won FDA approval. Click here to read more.

We want to thank you for being a part of our practice
Sincerely,
Dr. Tiffani Hamilton
Atlanta Dermatology,
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